NOBEL
of Engineering is at a complete standstill. They are slill without
their director/who has been abroad for nearly two years ; one of
their masters has been' absent, another has boon constantly
ill, and the house in which the classes wore to bo held is not
completed/'
The school seems to have recovered later, and the reports of
1821 showed that Nobel was one of the most industrious and
efficient of the students. The very next year he won the school's
largest scholarship of sixty reichsthaler for his " model of a pump
driven by wind." The next year the director, Frederik Blom,
one of the most popular architects in Stockholm, concluded his
list with the following remarks: " Of the pupils enumerated
above, only four, namely Nobel, Ilallia, Bunuan ami ISergeustedl,
have sent in work that is worth showing to the Royal Academy.
The others are, for the most part, beginners, whose talents slill
have to be developed/* In his report for the following year,
dated the 22nd January, 1824, Blom made a similar remark:
" Only two of the pupils mentioned above, namely Nobel and
Stahl, have sent in work worthy of recognition, Nobel has sent
in a model and Stahl a drawing/' He again received the big
scholarship of sixty reichsthaler (£3 6s.) "f or a well-constructed model
of a movable house/1 He received the same reward at the prixe
distribution of 1825, " for models of a spiral staircase, two movable
houses, and for designs for various calico printing machines, etc."
He was still a pupil in 1825, but after that year he disappears from
the reports, and in 1826 the School of Engineering was absorbed
by the newly-founded Technical Institute. With that institution
Nobel was connected for a few months only, in 1826, as teacher in
designing, and the statement of several biographers that in 1837
he was appointed master of applied geometry and technical
designing at the Institute is not quite correct.
He can scarcely have had an opportunity of acquiring a basis

